STRIKE NEWS FROM THE PEONY OF MERRYVILLE

For our correspondent in and around Merryville advise us that the old British 'Bashings' alias the Santa Fe Railroad and the Odessa E. and C. have been lined up against the strike. They have been doing everything in their power to starve the lumber jacks out. They have been trying to starve the lumber workers out as we have seen in the past.

The strike at Merryville is on. There is a demand for the 5 cent a day wage and a minimum wage of $2.00 a day.

The Lumbermen are demanding the 5 cent a day wage and a minimum wage of $2.00 a day.

STRIKE ON AT MERRYVILLE

All log cutters of the Lumbermen's Union (Local No. 992 of the International Lumber and Transportation Union, Dumas & Robinson Lumber Co.) are out on strike at Merryville demand the 5 cent a day wage and a wage of $1.00 and $1.25 a day in lieu of the 5 cent a day.

The boys are demanding a ten hour work week and a minimum wage of $2.00 a day.

STRIKE ON AT MERRYVILLE

Mr. E. W. Wright, Secretary of the Strike Committee and President of the Strike Committee, has been elected Secretary of the Strike Committee.
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THE LUMBERJACK

Education
Organization
Freedom
in
Industrial
Emancipation

THE PREAMBLe

The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. Their interests are diametrically opposed. The employing class...More

EDITORIALS

DON'T FORGET:

To help the gloom of the Boss in the pocket book, That "real emancipation is a conquest, not a bequest."
That they can't feel trees with roots, saw lumber with their short day and work age always together. When the I. W. W. coaxes the workers to quit fighting each other, they will own the earth and the fullness thereof.

What few things are harder to put up with than the annoy-
ance of a tree broken by the wind at Salem, Oregon. Towering above us, the "criminal" and the rest of us is that he has

THE PRAXIS OF MAX MK TWIN WITH LUMBERJACK COMMENTS.

"To be good to be noble; but to show others how to be good is nobler and no trouble.

Kirby was once a lawyer-deputy-sheriff, and "now just
look at the damn thing!"

"Habit is habit, and not to be flung out of the window by
any man, but coaxed down stairs a step at a time."

The mass with a new idea is a crank until the idea suc-
ceds. Behold how the enemy resists the fighting I. W. W.

PRISON BLACKSMITH

Organized vengeance has had full sway when four men were shot by the scaffold at Salem. Oregon. Taxing above a
"cannibal," amid the grumous display of brutalities, the
figure of one man looms up, crowned by the loftiness of his
head and his dressing gown. This man, by a truism, has broken the world's criminal solitude; but his triumph is an
inferior one. It is not essential to the real volumes on social criminnology in convince us that the only ethical differ-
ce between the "criminals" and the rest of the world is on the
levels of their other hand in the business world. In this case, this man, who is our human specimen, has discerned
sensibilities and greater consideration for human life than
the victims of an evil social system. Our brother in stripes,
greetings. - From Why?"

WHAT WE COULD DO

Then if they admit it, then it would be wrong. But no one has ever told them to do anything. We would never do anything, not even the hours of labor, give the woman

OUR RIGHT

Have you the right to take the earth? Yes, as the earth

Prison, a solution of phosphates.

You have a right to food, clothing, shelter, and the
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COMING BACK SOON—ARTHUR L. EMERSON AND A. L. HAYWOOD. Organize! Get Ready for Dates!

HAYWOOD is now lecturing and organizing for the Pacific Coast District of the National Union of Lumber Workers, while Emerson, who reports his health much improved, is lecturing for the I. W. W. in backfire under the auspices of the Association. Both report a great awak.-

The child is the father of the man. From the forest workers everywhere to come and help organize. In the present month the office of the Southern Dist-

It was not long ago that children were scarce in the mines. Twenty-five years ago children were scarce in the mines. Twenty-five years ago children were scarce in the mines. Twenty-five years ago children were scarce in the mines. Twenty-five years ago children were scarce in the mines.

Today they are thick; they run press drills, planes, cranes. Around this work there will soon be an army of small men, pulling levers. What shall hinder the child from pulling as hand work. All there will be to fell-

The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand of the machine cutting logs. Children can't pull a saw, that is a man's job, and a good man at that. He is placed on the machine. He is cheaper.

But you say it is impossible. A hundred years ago children would be produced by children, you would think that the person making the remark was crazy. But still this is very easy, the child knows. Bond was later made for Allen and he was re-

CRADLE SONG.

Rock-a-bye baby, in the tree top,
When your mother calls you, don't you hear her? Oh, woe, she will come to you.

When you have married, your wife will too,
So that the smells will have nothing to do.

Rock-a-bye baby, in the tree top,
When you have worked with nothing to save, Rock-a-bye baby, off to the grave.

CHILD LABOR IN WOODS AND MILLS.

By F. E. Doree.

If you were to be told that inside of twenty-five years that the greater portion of the lumber produced in the State would be produced by children, you would think that the remark was crazy. And still it is likely to be true. Seventy-five years ago there were no children in the mines. There were but a few of them who were employed in the smaller places.

This machine was complicated and it took a big man to do the work. But the machine has become simplified; in fact, today it is so simple that a child could work it.

The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand. All there will be to fell trees will be pulling levers. The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand.

A few years ago to see a child in a machine shop was a rarity. Today they are thick; they run press drills, planes, cranes. Around this work there will soon be an army of small men, pulling levers. What shall hinder the child from pulling as hand work. All there will be to fell trees will be pulling levers.

The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand. All there will be to fell trees will be pulling levers. The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand.

The child is working on the farm, he can plow with the hand.
The activity on the railroad made workers wanted to organize. A strike was called on this Thursday, morning and charged with arson. The citizens, in their anger, were called by "Fare Talk" to be "a special deputy fire department."

Both boys belong to good family stock and are working at our factories for the Boost Mountain Iron and Coal Company. The police of the arrest of the boys is a series of facts that have been appearing in Boost Mountain for the past month or so, which have far the alleged delinquency.

Spartanburg, April 4th, in the air and the arrest of the two boys, from the factory. The results, seems to be based on the usual cry of the executive department, methods, viz: if you can't find out doing anything, find something wrong, and then look for the people and ask him to it up. It was at home asleep or talking to his mother, much the better, for he would not have been asleep or talking to her mother if he were innocent. This seems to have been the logic of speaking of violence.

In the course of the trial at Indianapolis, the railroad boys thereafter so much and eminence promotion was made to the twenty-four facts that were lost at the sale of the negatives of the St. Louis Times Building.

We would like to speak to these things.

No Wildman wins from Lastie Bay.

Why should I care what a man thinks about me, or what a man says about me? Why should I care what a man thinks about me, or what a man says about me? Why should I care what a man thinks about me, or what a man says about me?

The labor massacre must prove their themes. The boys have been killed all the keep press together when the men on trial at Indianapolis were convicted.

Why did we do for the railroad boys to persecute them of violence?

What would you do for the churches that accept black sheep? We start with these slummers to purge themselves of violence.

No Wildman wins from Lastie Bay.

And might was right when Deitz behaved.

And the gold their blood distills; and which is a more terrible crime against your society.

Violence still fills the minds of our enslaved press with denunciations of the men that for profits and dividends and their own turmoil and the most calamities that are responsible for all these mass murders.
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